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Cameron’s “Moderate Rebels” Use Yellow
Phosphorus on Kurds in Aleppo. Fake Evidence by
the BBC
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Cameron’s “moderate rebels” – Saudi supplied Wahhabi jihadists – have this past 48 hours
been bombing civilian areas of Aleppo with yellow phosphorus.

The BBC, which went to such extraordinary lengths to fake reports of chemical attacks by Assad,
has not reported these genuine chemical attacks at all. Probably because it is too difficult to explain not
just why Cameron’s allies are using chemical weapons – and who gave them the chemical weapons – but
also why these “friendly” jihadists are attacking Cameron’s other allies, the Kurds, all during a ceasefire.

This video of Robert Stuart is a must see. Let me pin my colours to the mast and say that I
am absolutely convinced that the BBC did deliberately and knowingly fake evidence of
chemical attacks.

The most egregious BBC propaganda this year has been about the “starvation” of the town
of Madaya. The BBC seem to have taken the most glaring example down from YouTube so I
can’t embed it. But here on the BBC’s own website you can see the report which claims the
Syrian government are deliberately starving civilians in the siege of Madaya. There then
appear a string of genuinely heart-rending clips of starving children. The only problem is
that none of that footage was shot in Madaya at all, and if you listen very, very carefully you
will  be  able  to  work  out  the  BBC  does  not  directly  affirm  that  it  was.  Then  we  have  real
comedy at 1 min 30s in, when genuine citizens of Madaya appear to verify their starvation in
the shape of four women who are – there is no kind way of saying this – distinctly fat. If
double chins are a proof of starvation, then things must be pretty bad.

It is clever propaganda because careful analysis of the text reveals a story very different to
the overall picture being deliberately portrayed. Just after the women appear, the reporter
slips in that the hardship is caused by hoarding by rebels – i.e. it is actually David Cameron’s
moderate  forces,  not  the  government,  who  are  causing  suffering  to  the  civilians.  But  you
would have to be following very closely and analysing very carefully to pick up on that.

The BBC really has become one of the more outrageous vehicles of government propaganda
on the international scene.
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